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Duchess - Gorgeous and Dangerous - Music Video Shotlist -  VIDEO 2

1. Girl meets a man down a dark alleyway

2. We see the shadow of the man giving the girl a gun

3. She is working out - making herself look good

4. Really small weights

5. She's on TINDER and swiping to the right and The band comes up then Freddie and she HEARTS

6. Pouting - duck face to camera

7. Looks at well worn picture of Duchess

8. START

9. Band together drinking

10. Freddie is drinking tea again

11. She looks out of the window and sees Freddie walking down the street

12. She puts on a ridiculous disguise to look like a man - she looks a bit like Freddie

13. She walks behind him.

14. Hiding behind a post box

15. Some girls come over to the band and start talking to them

16. The band pick up a poster and point to the AFTER GIG party.

17. They write the address on the arm of one of the girls and she kisses simon the cheek

18. The rest of the band take the piss

19. Freddie goes to leave and the band give him a shopping list of things to get for the party

20. They write TEA in big letter at the bottom and had it to him..

21. Freddie smiles and leaves

22. They say goodbye

23. Freddie is at local off license buying drink.

24. Big pile of spirits

25. Girl is looking through cans of beans in the aisle

26. Freddie looks at list TEA

27. Freddie looks round

28. Girl turns around and knocks biscuits off the shelves

29. She walks down the aisle

30. Freddie leaves

31. Band plays Gig

32. She loiters around the back still looking like Freddie

33. She sees the girls looking at their arm with the address on it for the after gig party

34. She tries to get close to try and see the arm

35. She can’t quite see it

36. The girls leave to go to the toilet

37. She follows them

38. They go into the ladies and she follows them in

39. They turn round and tell her to leave as this is the LADIES

40. She forgets she is dressed like a MAN

41. They mouth WIERDO as she walks out like she has something in between her legs

42. Gig finishes and the band leaves

43. She waits around outside

44. The band leaves

45. She tiptoes looking through the window - she sees Freddie

46. Party - connected and together as a band

47. Freddie is walking along the street

48. She is following

49. She waits outside

50. She can see Freddie enter the room and everyone cheers
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51. Getting Freddie to take a shot

52. Freddie gets drunk

53. Girl waits outside for hours

54. Freddie - is wrecked and falls over

55. Girl picks him up off the floor and drags him to her house

56. Freddie wakes up

57. Gun on the side

58. Girl waiting for Freddie to wake up and then spils the tea

59. Freddie tied to bed - one arm with rope the other arm is handcuffed

60. Photos handcuff/gun/posters of band all over the wall

61. She leaves to get a cup of tea for Freddie

62. Freddie is smiling manically

63. He tries to get free and manages to get one arm free

64. He takes a photo of his predicament GROUP text and scrambles around on the dresser and finds a letter from her Doctor about

her missed Psychiatric appointment.

65. Band starts coming DOORS opening and closing,

66. She returns she catches him making the text

67. Each band member is on the phone to each other.

68. They jump in a car and drive.

69. They try to get in to the house.

70. Back fence.

71. Front door banging.

72. Some dopey flat mate walks past her room and sees her and carries on.

73. She grabs the phone and throws it against the wall and it smashes

74. Grabs the gun and starts pointing it at Freddie

75. The dopey flat mate goes to the front door

76. The band grab the house mate and ask WHERE IS SHE?

77. He says WHO?

78. They say the GIRL.

79. He says Which one?

80. They say the CRAZY one

81. He says The one with the gun? Upstairs

82. She is pointing the gun at Freddie

83. He looks scared.

84. He tries to take a selfie..

85. Camera says NO MORE MEMORY

86. He looks disappointed

87. The band bursts into the room…
88. She is pointing the gun at everyone

89. The band back off and try and reason with her

90. Then she points it at her head..

91. We see the faces of the band looking shocked and silent..

92. BANG

93. BLACK OUT

94. END OF VIDeo
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